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ABSTRACT  

Dew retting, a selective microbial degradation of industrial 
hemp (Cannabis sativa L.) stems occurring after harvest under 
local climatic conditions, is an important field process for plant 
fibre uses. We investigated how the crop harvest time, which 
depends on the hemp valorization strategy envisaged by the 
farmer, affected the initial stem quality and the subsequent 
microbial degradation dynamics of retting. We used simulated 
rains and dews to carry out retting under laboratory conditions 
for 42 days at 15 °C with hemp stems harvested at different times 
(flowering and seed maturity stage). The microbial colonization 
and changes in the bast tissue architecture were tracked from day 
0 to day 42 using colorimetry, surface infrared spectroscopy, 
chemical analysis, and scanning electron microscopy. The early 
changes in the microbial colonization and color of the stem 
surface and the degradation of the bast tissue parenchyma 
followed the same pattern during retting for the two stem 
qualities. However, the kinetic of these processes was 7 to 14 
days faster for the flowering stems, which had higher initial 
soluble and lower lignin contents than the mature stems. The 
results suggest a promising potential use of colorimetry and 
surface infrared spectroscopy data as candidate indicators for the 
dew retting progress in the field. Besides the results of this study 
indicate that differences in hemp stem chemical composition due 
to different crop harvest time significantly impacted microbial 
colonization, biofilm formation and eventually dew retting 
duration. 
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1. Introduction 

Hemp (Cannabis sativa L. vulgaris) is a multi-use crop 
with different valorizations for all the plant parts (seeds, 
stem). The most widespread industrial applications concern 
the bast fibres located in the outer region of the stem (Bouloc, 
2006; Amaducci and Gusovius, 2010). After harvest, the first 
step in the processing chain is retting, a natural selective and 
partial biodegradation of the bast tissues of the stems left on 
the soil surface that is achieved by microorganisms. Retting 
facilitates the hemp stem defibration, preserving fibre quality 
during mechanical decortication (Tahir et al., 2011; Requilé 
et al., 2018; Sisti et al., 2018). However, the relationship 
between harvest time and microbial colonization and 
ultimately retting duration is poorly known. Harvest date is a 
key component of hemp management, and its choice depends 
on the farmer’s strategy of crop use. In France, hemp harvest 
at the full-flowering stage uses only the bast fibres and hurds 
(xylem) while hemp harvest at seed maturity uses the bast 
fibres, hurds, and seeds (Bouloc, 2006; Amaducci et al., 
2015). The choice of harvest time is leading to different 
chemical and tissue architectural features of harvested hemp 
stems, which have different maturity states (Keller et al., 
2001; Crônier et al., 2005), and in different climatic 
conditions occurring during the dew retting process 
(Mediavilla et al., 2001; Bennett et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2015). 

The changes in the stem quality characteristics 
(chemical composition and tissue architecture) and in the 
environmental conditions with respect to harvest time 
influence the microbial retting process, as observed during the 
decomposition of other crop residues (Coppens et al., 2006; 
Machinet et al., 2011). To date, little work has been done to 
study the effect of morphological and chemical quality of 
hemp stems on microbial colonization dynamics during dew 
retting (Bennett et al., 2006; Liu et al., 2015; Mazian et al., 
2018; Müssig and Martens, 2003). In addition, the studies 
performed in the field suffered from confounding effects 
between the initial stem quality and climatic conditions during 
retting, two factors that vary with the harvest date. Therefore, 
an objective evaluation of the impact of hemp quality on dew 
retting dynamics has not yet been conducted. 

The aim of this work was to study the effect of the initial 
quality of hemp stem (resulting from stems collected at either 
the flowering or maturity stage) on the dynamics of dew 
retting and the short-term consequences on the evolution of 
the substrate. A controlled experimental approach inspired by 
the decomposition studies of mulches, which mimics, controls 
and reproduces the environmental conditions of rain, air 
temperature, humidity and lighting, was used. The hypothesis 
was that hemp stems collected at the flowering stage will 
induce an earlier microbial colonization, a faster degradation 
and reduce retting duration compare to mature stems and that 
the difference in kinetics will be accurately observable and 
therefore quantifiable by the stem colonization, colour and 
tissue architecture changes. 

 2. Materials and Methods 

 

2.1. Plant material and soil sampling  

 Hemp (Cannabis sativa L., variety Fedora 17) was 
cultivated at Colombey-les-Deux-Eglises, France (48°22’N, 
4°89’E). The stems were sampled at two growing stages in 
2015, at the end of July and in early September, corresponding 
to the flowering (FLO stems) and seed maturity (MAT stems) 
stages, respectively, which correspond to Mediavilla growth 
stage codes 2302 and 2306 (Mediavilla et al., 1998). The 
stems were cut, dried at 40 °C in a forced-air oven for one 
week and then stored at room temperature. The median parts 
of the stems were cut into 10 cm portions as previously 
described (Bleuze et al., 2018). In this way, we minimized the 
heterogeneity of the initial chemical composition, which 
depends upon the position within the stem, as highlighted in 
earlier works (Crônier et al., 2005). Subsamples of FLO and 
MAT stem portions were cut into small pieces (4-5 mm), and 
the chemical composition was determined by the proximate 
analysis (soluble SOL, hemicellulose HEM, cellulose CEL 
and lignin-like LIG contents), a previously described method 
(Van Soest, 1963). Soluble compounds extracted by Van 
Soest neutral detergent solution contain mainly the 
cytosoluble component (proteins, sugar) and some cell wall 
pectins (Van Soest et al., 1991). The water-soluble C content 
was measured in 3 replicates according to a previous study 
(Nicolardot et al., 2007), and the N content was measured 
using an elemental analyser (Euro EA, EUROVECTOR, 
Italy). Chemical characteristics of the FLO and MAT whole 
stems are reported in Table 1. 

Table 1 Chemical characteristics of the two hemp stem qualities 
sampled at flowering stage (FLO stems) and maturity stage (MAT 
stems) 
 

 Van Soest fractions (g/kg DM)  Water 
soluble C

Total 
N    

   g/kg DM 
 SOL HEM CEL LIG    
FLO 220±10 223±12 454±10 102±3  42 ± 3 6±0 
MAT 162±7 170±7 549±11 119±8  25 ± 2 7±0 

 
 Soil was collected from the top 10-cm layer from the 

same plot cropped with the MAT stems (early September 
2015) and was stored at 4 °C. Only one soil was used with 
both qualities of stems, to avoid kinetic differences that would 
not be strictly related to the initial quality of the stems. The 
soil texture is silty clay loam (FAO) with 38.8 % clay, 59.2 % 
silt and 2 % sand. The initial total carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) 
contents were 15.8 and 1.8 g kg-1 soil, respectively. The 
measured pHH2O was 6.97. Prior to incubation, the moist soil 
sample was sieved (< 4 mm), and the stones and plant residues 
were removed. The sample was kept at 4 °C to prevent 
microbial activities until the start of the experiment. 
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2.2. Experimental setup and retting protocol 

The experimental setup consisted of twenty PVC 
columns (5 destructive sampling dates x 2 hemp qualities x 2 
replicates per date) containing a 10-cm layer of soil onto 
which hemp stems were displayed and lined up to form a litter 
layer (Fig. 1ab). This setup was derived from that of Bleuze 
et al. (2018). The PVC columns were incubated in a climatic 
chamber in which the environmental parameters (air 
temperature, relative humidity, lighting, rainfall and dew 
levels) and both the litter layer and soil characteristics 
(quality, quantity, and density) were controlled to process 
hemp dew retting at the laboratory scale (Fig. 1c). 

 

 

Fig. 1 Experimental setup. Hemp litter layer (a), a scheme of an 
experimental column (b) and experimental columns in the climatic 

chamber (c). 
 

The soil water content was adjusted to 20 g H2O 100 g-1 
dry soil with deionized water, and the soil bulk density was 
set at 1.3 g cm-3. The soil was placed in the columns to form 
a 10 cm-high soil layer by adding the corresponding mass 
(2426 g of moist soil). Before the start of the incubation, the 
soil-filled columns were preincubated for 24 h in the climatic 
chamber at 15 °C with a relative humidity of 70 %. The 
experimental strategy was to focus on the number of stems per 
unit area in relation to the seeding rate, which remains the 
same at the two hemp harvest stages. The hemp litter layers 
consisted of 120 stems 10 cm in length (average crop density 
of 265 stems per m²), which has necessarily led to differences 
in the other characteristics of the litter layers due to variations 
in the physical properties of the FLO and MAT stems.  This 
high plant density was chosen according to the agronomy of 
industrial hemp for fiber purpose in eastern France (Terres 
Inovia, 2017; Struik et al., 2000). Thus, the FLO stems were 
on average heavier and less dense than the MAT stems, which 
gave rise to a thicker and less dense litter layer (Table 2). The 
average dry mass of the hemp litter layers was 71.4 ± 6.3 g 
and 56.0 ± 3.6 g for the FLO and MAT litter layers, 
respectively. The dried hemp stems were remoistened with 
deionized water at 4 °C for 24 h (Bleuze et al., 2018). 
Deionized water was used to adjust the soil water content and 
moisten the stems to standardize the applied water 
composition. The excess water (the free water contained in the 

pith hole) was drained prior to incubation. The average initial 
moisture content of the hemp stems was different for the two 
qualities and reached 0.69 and 0.80 g H2O g-1 DM for the FLO 
and MAT stems, respectively. 

Table 2 Hemp litter layer characteristics of the two hemp qualities 
(FLO stems and MAT stems) 
 

 FLO stems MAT stems 

Stem diameter (cm) 0.4 - 1 0.4 - 1 

Litter layer thickness (cm) 5 3 

Litter layer density (kg m-3) 142 167 

Initial litter layer dry matter  
(g layer-1) 

71.4 ± 6.3 56.0 ± 3.6 

Initial stem moisture (g H2O g-1 
DM) 

0.69 ± 0.08 0.80 ± 0.06 

Initial stem saturation moisture  
(g H2O g-1 DM) 

1.99±0.25 2.47±0.21 

Initial stem residual moisture  
(g H2O g-1 DM) 

0.03±0.0 0.04±0.00 

 

 The air temperature and relative humidity were set and 
regulated at 15 °C and 70 % moisture content, respectively. A 
monitoring system recorded both values every 15 min using 
sensors (174 H, TESTO, Germany), and the data were 
analysed with dedicated software (Comfort Basic 5.0, 
TESTO, Germany). A 12-hour daily lighting cycle was 
imposed using an LED lighting system (Rail 36 watts, 
Gemma LED, Sweden) that mimicked natural lighting. An 
equivalent rainfall of 10 mm was produced once per week 
with a rain regime of 6 mm h-1 using rain simulators and 
deionized water. An equivalent of 0.2-mm dew was applied 
three times a week by spraying with deionized water. These 
climatic characteristics were chosen to be in a realistic range 
on the basis of the mean climatic conditions over the past five 
years in hemp growing areas during retting time in early 
September. 

 

2.3. Hemp litter layer and top soil layer sampling 

Two randomly selected columns per hemp quality were 
destructively sampled at the beginning of the incubation 
(initial state) and after 7, 14, 28 and 42 days (Fig. 2). Each 
litter layer was divided into two samples by separating the 
stems from the left side from those on the right side, resulting 
in four replicates for each hemp quality and sampling date. 
Three stems of each sample were air-dried at 40 °C for 72 h 
to determine the DM loss and moisture content and perform 
the surface analysis. The rest of the stems were immersed for 
5 min in liquid nitrogen and then stored at -20 °C until 
analysis. The bast tissues were then peeled from the frozen 
stem samples prior to the chemical composition analysis and 
enzymatic activity assays. The 2-cm topsoil layers of the soil 
were sampled and stored at -20 °C until analysis. 
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Fig. 2. Sampling of hemp and soil and analysis diagram 

 

2.4. Stem surface colour measurement 

 The stem surface colour was measured for a set of 3 
stems per sample with a colorimeter (CR-400, Konica 
Minolta, Japan) using the CIELab colour space system as 
previously described in Bleuze et al. (2018). The CIELAB 
colour space is a three-dimensional colour space (L*, a*, and 
b*) where the L* value corresponds to lightness (black=0 to 
white=100), the a* value indicates the redness/greenness 
component and the b* value describes the 
yellowness/blueness component (McGuire, 1992). 

 

2.5. Chemical composition analysis of the outermost stem 
layer 

The chemical changes of the outermost layer of the stem 
were characterized by surface infrared spectroscopy. The 
spectra were acquired by attenuated total reflectance (ATR) 
using a Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectrometer 
(CARY 630, Agilent, USA). The measurements were 
performed in six replicates on 3 stem sections per sample. The 
spectra were obtained and corrected as previously described 
(Bleuze et al., 2018). 

 

2.6. Microscopy imaging of hemp stem surface and bast tissue 
architecture   

 Thick cross-sections (5 mm) and longitudinal sections 
(10 mm) were hand-cut from 3 frozen stems per sample using 
a razor blade. The sections were sampled from the median part 
of a 10-cm long stem to minimize the edge effects. The 
sections were dried in a forced-air oven at 40 °C for 2 h prior 
to being observed with a table-top scanning electron 
microscope (SEM) (TM-1000, Hitachi, Japan) at an 
accelerating voltage of 15 kV. 

 

2.7. Chemical analysis 

 Subsamples of the initial FLO and MAT bast tissues 
were isolated by manual peeling, cut by hand into small pieces 
(4-5 mm) and analysed to determine the initial chemical 
composition by proximate analysis to determine the SOL, 
HEM, CEL, LIG contents (Van Soest, 1963). The bast tissues 
of 8 stems per sample were freeze-dried, hand-cut and then 
ground with a ball crusher (MM 2000, Retsch, Germany) for 
three min. The cell wall residues (CWR) were obtained from 
the ground bast tissues, which were successively washed with 
deionized water and ethanol and then dried in a forced-air 
oven at 50 °C for 72 h. The bast tissue cell wall contents were 
determined by weighing the CWR sample. The LIG content 
of the CWR was measured using a spectrophotometry 
protocol previously described (Johnson et al., 1961) involving 
acetyl bromide and 10 mg of the CWR sample. This method 
was used to obtain a more precise quantification of the LIG 
content than the quantification based on the Van Soest 
determination. The CWR polysaccharides were hydrolysed 
into sugar monomers using two-step sulfuric acid hydrolysis 
(Belmokhtar et al., 2013). The sugar monomers were 
separated by high-performance anion exchange 
chromatography with pulsed amperometric detection 
(HPAEC-PAD) on a DIONEX CarboPacTM PA-1 analytical 
column (4 x 250 mm, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The 
monosaccharide contents were quantified in triplicate using 2-
deoxy-D-ribose as the internal standard and standard 
solutions of the neutral sugars and galacturonic acid 
monomers (Lashermes et al., 2016). 

 

2.8. Enzymatic activities 

 Polygalacturonase (PGase) activity was determined on 
the fraction extracted from the bast tissues (Fig. 2). The 
extract was obtained from 400 mg equivalent dry mass of bast 
tissues, which were blended in 100 mL of a 50 mM phosphate 
buffer (pH 7) for 1 min prior to filtration through a GF/A 
filter. The PGase activity was measured in duplicate for each 
sample using the 3,5-dinitrosalicylic acid (DNS) reagent 
(Miller, 1959) and a galacturonic acid calibration curve as 
previously described (Bleuze et al., 2018). The PGase activity 
assay was performed for 1 h at 25 °C at pH 7, and the reaction 
was stopped by adding 500 μL of DNS. The solutions were 
then boiled in water for 5 min, and the absorbance was 
measured at 540 nm using a spectrophotometer (Helios 
Gamma, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA). The PGase activity 
is expressed as nmol g-1 dry bast tissues min-1. 
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2.9. Soil analysis 

 The soil mineral N content was determined for each 
column in the soil solution after 25 g soil (DM basis) were 
extracted with 100 mL of a 1 M KCl solution. The 
concentrations of N-NH4

+ were assayed using salicylate and 
dichloroisocyanurate (Krom, 1980), and the concentrations of 
N-NO3

- were measured by hydrazine reduction using the flow 
colorimetry method (TRAACS 2000, Bran and Luebbe) 
(Kamphake et al., 1967). The mineral N content was 
calculated by summing the contents of N-NO3

-
 and N-NH4

+
. 

The soluble C content in the soil was determined in the same 
samples according to a previous method (Barcelona, 1984), 
which consisted of oxidation at 100 °C in persulfate medium 
and measuring the produced CO2 by infrared with an auto-
analyser (1030, OI Analytical, College station, Texas, USA). 

 

2.10. Statistical analysis 

 A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was 
performed on the obtained values followed by Holm-Sidak 
method for pairwise comparison with a significance level of 
probability set at alpha < 0.05 to assess the effect of the stem 
quality on the stem loss of dry matter (DM) and moisture 
content, chemical composition of the bast tissues (lignin and 
monosaccharides contents) and the enzyme activities. 
ANOVAs were performed using SigmaPlot® software 
(version 12.0, Systat Software, USA). The Holm-Sidak 
method was used to perform pairwise multiple comparison 
procedures. A statistical analysis of the ATR-FTIR spectra 
was performed with a principal component analysis (PCA) 
using Unscrambler® X software (CAMO, Germany). 

 

3. Results 

 

3.1. Evolution of the stems and topsoil layer 

3.1.1. Stem surface colonization 

 The SEM surface observations of the stems before 
retting showed some trichomes and remnants of trichomes 
and a very limited presence of microorganisms (Fig. 3ab). On 
day 7, microbial colonization was revealed with the presence 
of both bacteria and fungi on the FLO and MAT stems (Fig. 
3cd) as reported previously (Fernando et al., 2019). However, 
whereas the microbial colonization was widespread on the 
surface of the FLO stems (Fig. 3c), that on the MAT stems 
remained mostly limited to the trichome spots (Fig. 3d). On 
day 28, microbial colonization on the FLO stems had spread, 
with mycelium covering the whole epidermis surface (Fig. 3e) 
and a biofilm appearing on day 42 (Fig. 3g). Colonization on 
the MAT stems was slower, and development on day 42 was 
equivalent to that on the FLO stems on day 28. 

 
Fig. 3 SEM images of the stem surface portions of FLO (a, c, e, and g) and 
MAT stems (b, d, f, and h) during retting. Before retting (a,b), after 7 days 
(c,d), 28 days (e,f) and 42 days (g,h) of retting; (ba) bacteria, (bf) biofilm, 
(co) conidiophore, (ep) epidermis, (hy) hyphae, (my) mycelium, (rt) remnant 
of trichome, (tr) trichome and (xy) xylem. Scale bar = 300 µm. 
 

3.1.2. Stem surface infrared analysis 

The principal component analysis (PCA) results of the 
ATR-FTIR spectra for the FLO and MAT stems showed that 
the first two components explained approximately 90 % of the 
variability in the spectra (Fig. 4). The score charts revealed a 
separation along the first principal component (PC-1) axis, 
responsible for 80 % variability, between the samples from 
days 0 and 7 and the samples from day 14 to day 42 (Fig. 4ab), 
indicating changes in surface chemical properties over time 
during retting for both hemp qualities. However, regarding the 
MAT stems, few spectra from days 14 and 28 overlapped with 
the spectra from days 0 and 7, revealing a higher 
heterogeneity in the retting progression for the MAT stems 
than for the FLO stems. The PC-1 loadings were strictly 
equivalent for both the FLO and MAT stem spectra and 
positively correlated with two bands at 2846 and 2914 cm−1 
corresponding to the (−CH2) stretching vibrations (Fig. 4c), 
which are related to fatty compounds such as the cutin and 
waxes of the stem cuticle (Akin et al., 2004; Heredia-Guerrero 
et al., 2016).  
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Fig. 4 PCA of the ATR-FTIR spectra of the FLO and MAT stem surfaces 
obtained during retting. Score loadings of FLO (a), MAT (b) and FLO & 
MAT (c). The numbers correspond to the sampling date; the score loadings 
correspond to PC-1. 

 

3.1.3. Stem surface color 

The visual observation of the litter layers showed that 
there was a difference in the colour of the stems at the initial 
stage: the FLO stems were bright green, while the MAT stems 
were a bright camel-like colour (Fig. 5a,b). The stems became 
progressively pale yellow and then dark grey over time. 
However, this colour evolution was slower for the MAT stems 
(Fig. 5c-h). Moreover, we observed the progressive microbial 
colonization of the stem surfaces, visible by the presence of 
fungal hyphae and black spots; however, this colonization 
was delayed for the MAT stems (Fig. 5c-h), e.g., half of the 
FLO stems were colonized from day 7, while only a few MAT 
stems were colonized at this date (Fig. 5c,d). These changes 
in the stem surface colour, quantified by CIELab colorimetry, 

revealed a significant decrease in both L* (lightness) and b* 
(yellowness/blueness) values but a steady value for the a* 
(redness/greenness) values (data not shown) of both hemp 
qualities (Fig. 6a). The colour changes occurred earlier for the 
FLO stems than for the MAT stems but followed the same 
pattern overall when expressed in relative change with respect 
to day 0 (Fig. 6b). The color transition was already complete 
at day 28 for the FLO stems but was achieved only on day 42 
for the MAT stems. As change in color can result from 
chemical modification of the stem surface, we study the 
possible correlation between the main factors shewing highest 
variation during retting as the whole process. The changes in 
colour (L* and particularly b* values) were correlated with 
the changes in the absorbance of the infrared bands previously 
measured (2914 cm−1 absorbance = 0.0075b*–0.0621, 
R2=0.80; 2846 cm−1 absorbance = 0.0063*b–0.0507, 
R2=0.80). 

 
 
Fig. 5 Visual observations of the litter layer evolution before and during 
retting. FLO stems (a, c, e, and g) and MAT stems (b, d, f, and h); before 
retting (a,b) and after 7 (c,d), 14 (e,f), and 42 days (g,h). Stem portion length 
= 10 cm. 

 

 
 
Fig. 6 Stem surface colour changes during retting measured by colorimetry 
(CIELab), considering the L* (lightness) vs b* (yellowness/blueness) 
components of colour (a) and relative change compared to day 0 (b). 

 

3.1.4. Stem DM and topsoil soluble C  

 The loss of stem DM was about 10 % for both the FLO 
and MAT stems after one week of incubation (Fig. 7a). 
However, from day 14, a significantly higher DM loss was 
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observed for the FLO stems than for the MAT stems. The 
moisture content of the stems decreased sharply during the 
first week for both the FLO and MAT stems (Fig. 7b) and then 
remained stable at approximately 0.25 g H2O g-1 DM until day 
42, with no significant differences between the two qualities.  

 A transient increase in the soluble C content of the 
topsoil layer was observed for the FLO stems at day 7, 
followed by a decrease, which was observed until day 42 (Fig. 
7c). For the MAT stems, the soluble C content in the soil was 
constant until day 7 and then slightly decreased until day 42. 
In the same layer, the dynamics of the mineral N content were 
similar for both stems, with a large increase during the first 7 
days, followed by a sharp decrease until day 42; there was no 
significant difference between the two qualities with respect 
to time (Fig. 7d). 

 
 

Fig. 7 Evolution of the DM loss (a) and moisture content (b) of hemp 
stems and of the soluble C (c) and mineral N (d) contents in the topsoil 
layer (0 – 2 cm) during retting (42 days at 15 °C and 70 % air relative 
moisture). Values with different letters are significantly different at a 
level of 5 % for DM loss and moisture content. Values represent the 
mean of 6 replicates of stems (± standard error), and the curve 
corresponds to the average of 2 replicates for the topsoil layer. 

 

3.2. Changes in the bast tissues 

3.2.1. Evolution in bast tissue architecture 

 At the initial state, the bast tissues surrounding the 
inner xylem core consisted of different structures, such as the 
epidermis (a cuticle and epidermal cells beneath), cortical 
parenchyma and fibre bundles (Fig. 8a,b) in the parenchyma. 
The fibre lumen was almost non-existent for the MAT stems, 
indicating that the cell wall of the bast fibres was thicker in 
the MAT stems than in the FLO stems, where the lumen could 
be clearly observed (Fig. 8a,b). Such incomplete thickening 

of the cell walls may lead to a certain heterogeneity for FLO 
stem samples, whose fiber bundles may show some 
fragmentation when sectioning FLO stem prior to SEM 
observation (Fig. 8a). While bacteria and fungi were observed 
on the stem surface for both hemp qualities on day 14 (Fig. 
8cd), as previously observed (Fig. 3), their widespread 
colonization on the FLO stems reached the underlying 
epidermis and cortical parenchyma, leading to degradation 
(Fig. 8c). An alteration in the bast tissue architecture was 
observed on day 28, resulting from the advanced parenchyma 
degradation for both the FLO and MAT stems (Fig. 8e,f), but 
fibre bundle decohesion occurred only for the FLO stems, 
leading to a decrease in the area of the fibre bundles (Fig. 8e). 
At day 42, fibre bundle decohesion continued for the FLO 
stems, leading to an individualization of the elementary fibres 
(Fig. 8g); in contrast, the slower retting observed for the MAT 
stems resulted in a degree of fibre bundle decohesion 
equivalent to that observed for the FLO stems on day 28 (Fig. 
8h).  

 
 
 
Fig. 8 SEM images of the transverse sections of FLO (a, c, e, and g) and MAT 
stems (b, d, f, and h) during retting. Before retting (a,b), after 14 (c,d), 28 (e,f) 
and 42 days (g,h) of retting; (ba) bacteria, (bf) biofilm, (co) conidiophore, (ef) 
elementary fibre, (ep) epidermis, (fb) fibre bundle, (fbd) fibre bundle 
decohesion, (fl) fibre lumen, (hy) hyphae, (mc) microbial colonization, (p) 
parenchyma, (tr) trichome and (xy) xylem. Scale bar = 200 µm. 
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3.2.2. Changes in bast tissue chemical composition and 
enzyme dynamics 

 The Van Soest fractionation results indicate that the 
initial FLO and MAT bast tissue compositions differed 
significantly only for the CEL (572 ± 3 vs 626 ± 6 g/kg total 
initial DM and SOL fractions (307 ± 1 vs 244 ± 3 g/kg total 
initial DM) (supplementary material Fig.1). The cell wall 
contents (CEL+HEM+LIG) were significantly different, with 
687 ± 1 and 751 ± 7 g/kg initial DM for the FLO and MAT 
stems, respectively. However, the initial LIG content of the 
bast tissue CWR, assayed with the acetyl bromide method, 
varied significantly according to the hemp quality and was 
higher for the MAT stem (Fig. 9a). The contents of 
galacturonic acid and arabinose, pectin indicators of the 
middle lamella and primary cell walls in parenchyma and 
fibre bundles, were not significantly different in the FLO and 
MAT stems before retting (Fig. 9 b,c). The content of these 
monosaccharides showed a similar decrease during the first 
14 days, followed by a plateau until day 42. Stem quality had 
only a significant effect on arabinose content (Fig. 9 b,c). The 
PGase activity, related to pectin degradation and a lower 
proportion of galacturonic acid, showed a significant increase 
during the first 7 days for both FLO and MAT (data not 
shown). Both glucose and LIG contents significantly 
increased during retting (Fig. 9 a,d). LIG is located in the 
middle lamellae and primary cell wall of the fibre bundles, 
and glucose can mostly be attributed with the CEL of the fibre 
secondary cell wall. These results indicate that the bast tissue 
degradation during retting was selective and mostly 
concerned the parenchyma cell wall; additionally, to a lesser 
extent, the middle lamellae and primary cell wall of the fibre 
bundles preserved the secondary cell wall of the fibres. 

 
 

Fig. 9 Changes in the chemical composition of the cell wall residues (CWR) 
of the hemp bast tissues. The LIG (a), galacturonic acid (b), arabinose (c) and 
glucose (d) contents depend on the hemp harvest time during retting. 

 

4. Discussion 

 The objective of this study was to determine how hemp 
stem quality linked to the hemp harvest time modifies dew 
retting microbial dynamics by quantifying the different 
processes, such as microbial colonization and degradation 
involved in retting. The hypothesis of this study was that the 
chemical composition of hemp stems harvested at the 
flowering stage is susceptible to ret faster than stems 
harvested at seed maturity. In a recent study, we designed an 
experimental procedure to perform hemp retting at the 
laboratory scale reproducing the hemp retting process while 
accurately controlling the retting drivers (Bleuze et al., 2018). 
Retting of fibre crops as hemp and flax has been related to the 
action of different microorganisms which are mainly found in 
soil  (Ribeiro et al., 2015; Djemiel et al., 2017). In the present 
study, we focused on the initial features of the hemp stems 
and their effects on microbial colonization and retting rate. 

 The main effect of an earlier harvest time, such as the 
flowering stage, on the hemp stem quality was reflected by 
several elements. At the whole-stem level, the flowering 
stems contained higher soluble C fractions and lower CEL and 
LIG fractions than the mature stems. Previous studies also 
reported a decrease in the contents of soluble carbohydrates, 
water-soluble extractives and extractives with a later harvest 
time (Kreuger et al., 2011; Godin et al., 2013). Moreover, 
lower CEL and LIG contents were previously observed for 
hemp stems harvested at the flowering stage (Struik et al., 
2000; Kreuger et al., 2011). The decrease in the ratio of SOL 
to cell wall contents during the ripening of the seed can be 
explained by the thickening of the secondary cell wall of the 
fibres during this period, followed by the lignification of the 
middle lamellae and primary cell wall of the fibre bundles 
(Struik et al., 2000; Keller et al., 2001; Crônier et al., 2005). 
At the bast tissue level, the main changes were a higher SOL 
fraction and lower CEL, LIG and cell wall contents at 
flowering than at the mature state. Increases in the cell wall, 
CEL, and LIG contents in the bast tissues during hemp 
maturation have been reported (Keller et al., 2001; Crônier et 
al., 2005), and the results are in the same range as ours. The 
changes in chemical composition during hemp stem 
maturation can influence the subsequent microbial 
degradation of the stems, as observed for wheat stems 
(Bertrand et al., 2006), with the proportion of the SOL fraction 
being positively correlated with the degradation rate in the 
early phases of litter decomposition (Berg and McClaugherty, 
2008). A study on mulch decomposition under controlled 
environmental conditions showed that after 41 days, mulch 
loss was approximately 17 % initial DM for the mulch with 
25 % SOL and 26 % HEM, while mulch loss was only 11 % 
initial DM for the mulch with 22 % SOL and 29 % HEM 
(Iqbal et al., 2015). These results suggest that the effects of 
the initial quality on microbial growth and activity are 
significant, even with relatively small differences in 
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composition. This may induce variation in the composition of 
communities colonizing the stems; however the same species 
were present according to soil type, harvest dates and retting 
duration albeit in different proportion (Ribeiro et al., 2015). 
In the present study, the range of stem DM losses after 42 days 
was 18 and 14 % initial DM for FLO and MAT stems, 
respectively, in the range previously reported (Iqbal et al., 
2015). This finding indicates that the initial SOL pool plays 
an important role in the early decomposition process and that 
the retting process can be regarded as an early phase of litter 
decomposition. 

 The first "visible" modification of the hemp stems 
during retting was their surface colonization by soil 
microorganisms. Colonization was faster for the stems 
harvested at flowering (7-day time lag), consistent with the 
higher contents of C and other soluble compounds, than for 
mature stems. Indeed, after the first rain, part of the SOL 
fraction leached down into the topsoil layer (+19 % of the 
soluble C in the topsoil layer), boosting the growth of 
microorganisms and the observed colonization of the stem. 
The early leaching from plant residues to the topsoil layer has 
also been observed earlier (Coppens et al., 2006; Iqbal et al., 
2015), providing readily available compounds regulating 
microbial growth (Berg and McClaugherty, 2008; Lashermes 
et al., 2016). In the present study, the progressive microbial 
colonization was reflected by changes in both the stem surface 
colour and outermost layer composition. These two 
measurements revealed a difference in kinetics between the 
two stem qualities, thus providing potential indicators of the 
retting colonization dynamics. The chemical composition of 
the outermost layer of the FLO stems showed an evolution in 
infrared spectra between day 0 and day 7. Although less 
pronounced, similar changes occurred for the MAT stems at 
the earlier stages of retting. These changes could be related to 
the masking of the cuticle due to microbial colonization 
(Bleuze et al., 2018). Stem surface colour change was 
previously found to be linked to microbial colonization during 
dew retting in both qualitative (Ribeiro et al., 2015; Mazian et 
al., 2018) and quantitative terms (Bleuze et al., 2018). This 
phenomenon is confirmed by this work with a significant 
correlation between the colorimetry values and the 
absorbance of cuticle vibration bands. However, colorimetry 
could be a relevant indicator, with a broader meaning than 
microbial colonization, and could reflect other chemical 
changes, as previously reported. For instance, the stem 
extractive degradation was previously monitored by 
colorimetry after the heat treatment of wood (Vinha et al., 
2015). The color changes was also used to assess the 
photodegradation of bio-composites inducing surface 
yellowing and bleaching caused by the exposure to a 
combination of UV and humidity (Soccalingame et al., 2016). 
The accumulation of aromatic compounds during wheat straw 
delignification by fungi was also examined by colorimetry 
(Dorado et al., 1999). 

 As soon as microbial colonization initiates, fungi can 
modify the local environment by transferring water and 
nutriments and facilitating the transport of bacteria 
participating in biofilm formation (Frey-Klett et al., 2011). 
Different hypotheses could explain the much faster 
development of biofilm at the surface of stems at the 
flowering stage. First, hemp harvested at flowering could 
have a cuticle with a more labile chemical composition and a 
lower thickness than mature hemp because cuticle 
biosynthesis continues until the maturity stage (Riederer and 
Schönherr, 1988; Yeats and Rose, 2013). Second, the 
accumulation of other molecules, such as tannins and 
essential oils, might vary over the plant growth stage, as 
observed in leaves or fruits, and could inhibit the microbial 
colonization of mature stems (Canhoto and Graça, 1999). The 
colonization of the beneath bast tissues of both FLO and MAT 
stems took advantage of the opening in the cuticle, notably the 
remnant of trichomes, as previously observed on olive skin 
and leaf litter with preferential colonization in the stomatal 
opening or fissures (Canhoto and Graça, 1999; Nychas et al., 
2002). The 7-day time difference in the microbial colonization 
of the stem surface between the two hemp qualities has been 
extended during the subsequent degradation of the bast 
tissues, based on the observation of the fibre bundle 
decohesion state. The increased retting delay between the two 
stem qualities (approximately 14 days, although the time 
between the last two measurements does not allow this 
estimate to be refined) can be explained by the chemical 
composition of the bast tissues. The FLO stems had higher 
SOL fractions and lower LIG and cell wall contents, 
providing more labile and easily assimilated compounds as 
well as accelerating bast tissue degradation, than MAT stems, 
which have more recalcitrant bast tissues and slower 
degradation. In addition, the secondary wall thickening and 
subsequent lignification of the middle lamellae of the fibre 
bundles during ripening (Struik et al., 2000; Crônier et al., 
2005) can also impact the physical properties of the fibre 
bundles, possibly slowing down degradation. Lastly, the 
biofilm observed on day 42 on the FLO stems can induce 
optimal micro-physicochemical conditions, such as pH 
modification, with the synthesis of the exopolymeric matrix, 
as previously reported (Frey-Klett et al., 2011), boosting the 
bast tissue degradation. 

 Even if the dynamics of retting were significantly 
modified, the processes involved remained identical for the 
two stem qualities. This finding indicates that the kinetics 
obtained in this study at 15 °C could be reasonably well 
extrapolated to other retting temperature conditions, 
particularly field conditions, by using a temperature response 
function (Brisson et al., 2009). Using the average daily 
temperature data over 25 years (1990-2015) of the area where 
the hemp was cultivated for this study, the retting duration of 
28 days at 15 °C of flowering hemp stems would equal 13 to 
22 days for the mean daily temperatures of 22 and 17 °C, 
respectively (range of temperature in August, period of dew 
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retting after flowering harvest). For mature hemp stems, the 
retting duration of 42 days at 15 °C would equal 30 to 59 days 
of retting in the field over a period (September) with mean 
daily temperatures of 18 and 12 °C, respectively. We 
therefore show that in the field, differences in stem 
composition due to the crop harvest strategy may have 
significant consequences on dew retting duration and 
therefore on plot occupancy by on-going retting and 
subsequent plot availability. This fine characterization of 
microbial colonization and substrate degradation during 
retting process together with the quantification of kinetics 
allows us to consider the possibility of modelling such a 
microbial process to predict retting as a function of initial 
stem characteristics and climatic conditions. The 
“BioRetting” model, currently under development, will be 
able then to take into account the initial tissue and polymers 
composition of FLO and MAT stems and simulate the effects 
of rain regime, air moisture and temperature on the microbial 
degradation during retting process, and to test different 
climate scenario for a single type of hemp stems. 

 

5. Conclusion 

 Hemp harvest time had a significant effect on the 
initial chemical composition of stems and on the microbial 
dynamics of retting. These differences were revealed by both 
microbial colonization kinetic and biofilm formation and 
were reflected by changes in the color of the stem surface but 
also by the selective degradation of the bast tissue 
parenchyma and middle lamella fibre bundles. Notably, all 
other conditions being equal under the controlled climate 
approach chosen for this study, the differences in the initial 
stem composition significantly affected the retting time but 
not the nature and succession of the processes. This retting 
duration, based on the observed fibre bundle decohesion, was 
reduced by approximately 2 weeks at 15 °C for the hemp 
harvested at the flowering stage compared to that for the 
mature stems. These results indicate that accurately 
quantifying and modelling the individual effects of drivers 
such as hemp quality on microbial dynamics and subsequently 
on retting duration is possible. Other microbial drivers, such 
as air temperature, rain regime and soil type, could be studied 
with such reproducible and controlled conditions to better 
predict the dew retting process in the field and improve the 
farmer’s retting management. Moreover it point to the need of 
further studies on the microbial communities involved and 
biofilm formation that are still poorly known for fiber-plant 
dew retting. 
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